Fourier transform infrared micro-spectroscopy provides an effective means of performing rapid, nondestructive, and label-free analysis of specimens according to their vibrational modes. However, as water absorbs very strongly in the infrared region, analysis of aqueous solutions in transmission mode can suffer from problems with signal saturation. We here describe the fabrication of a novel microfluidic device that overcomes this problem. Devices with channel depths of just 3 µm were constructed from calcium fluoride using photolithography and hot embossing bonding, where calcium fluoride was selected due to its transparency in the IR region. The utility of this device was then demonstrated by employing it to follow the precipitation pathways of calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate using synchrotron FTIR micro-spectroscopy. Importantly, due to the high brightness provided by synchrotron radiation, and the fact that the reacting ions (HCO3 -, CO3 2-and SO4 2-) and the different mineral polymorphs all have finger print spectra in the measured IR range, this method can be used to acquire time-resolved, hyperspectral maps of the mineral particles formed within the sample cell, and then study the interaction and evolution of particles. The data provide new insight into the formation pathway of a population of crystals in confined volumes, and demonstrate that this in situ, real-time detection system provides a powerful tool for studying crystallization processes.
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Introduction
Coupling on-chip analytical techniques with microfluidic devices provides an attractive means of performing chemical and biological analyses. 1 Small volumes of reagents can be readily analyzed, and these flow-based systems are ideally-suited to making sensitive, spatiotemporal-resolved measurements. Droplet based microfluidics 2 can provide further control over the reaction environment, and ultimately promise the ability to perform and analyze reactions based on a small number of molecules only. The most common in situ techniques used to achieve on-chip analyses include electronic signaling such as impedance measurements, 3 imaging using optical and fluorescence microscopy, 4 Raman 5 and Fourier Transform-Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy. 6 More specialized techniques such as small angle scattering (SAXS) 7 are also beginning to be explored. In all cases, as only small reaction volumes are being sampled, it is essential that the selected characterization technique is sufficiently sensitive to deliver the information required. In addition to determining the average properties of a reacting solution, it is often desirable to obtain spatiallyresolved analytical data. This is seen, for example, in the need to image the interactions of a cell with its environment, 8 or to study the activity of a catalytic particle. 9 With their ability to create welldefined, localized reaction environments, microfluidic systems are also very well-suited to this task, where this places further demands on the applied characterization technique.
FTIR micro-spectroscopy offers an attractive means of achieving this goal as it is non-destructive, sensitive and rapid. Compared to conventional FTIR microscopy, 10 which typically uses globar sources, synchrotron FTIR is 100 1000 brighter in the mid-farIR. This allows smaller regions to be analyzed, which allows chemical information to be acquired in the form of IR absorption maps. 11 Due to the strong absorption of water in the IR region, a further requirement of FTIR analysis of aqueous-based systems is that they are conducted in cells that offer short path lengths to avoid problems with signal saturation. Microfluidic devices are well-suited to this requirement and recent research exploring their combination with IR spectroscopy to study drug release and catalytic processes has been reported. 12, 13 Most of the chips described have been created by the top-down etching of CaF2 crystals to generate the required microchannels. 14, 15 Calcium fluoride provides a transparent window in the mid-IR range, while control of the channel depth minimizes the absorption of the IR radiation by the water.
However, these etching methods usually employ strong acids, and are therefore experimentally cumbersome.
This article describes the fabrication of a novel, calcium fluoride based microfluidic device for the timeresolved study of solution-based processes using time-resolved synchrotron FTIR micro-spectroscopy.
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Rather than using top-down etching, we employ a common photoresist in combination with UV lithography to define the channels in one CaF2 plate. The patterned CaF2 plate is then bonded to a second unpatterned plate by thermal compression. This bottom-up method has many advantages including ease of fabrication, thickness control, rapid preparation and reliability. We then employ this device to study the dynamic process of crystallization, where our focus is on the important mineral systems calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate. We show that FTIR micro-spectroscopy can provide a unique means of investigating the precipitation pathways of these inorganic materials, such that we can image the developing population of mineral particles, mapping the polymorphs within the reaction cell. The strength of this approach is demonstrated by analysis of the complex calcium carbonate system, where mapping of the reaction chamber using FTIR spectroscopy enables us to quantify the proportions of the different polymorphs present at different times and positions within the mapping region. Our data show that amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) transforms into crystalline vaterite and calcite over time, and that this process proceeds more slowly within the confines of the microfluidic device as compared with bulk solution. It is envisaged that this microfluidics-based system could be used to study a wide range of dynamic processes such as the interaction of cells with their environments. (a) Photolithography methods were used to create channels on one CaF2 plate (bottom), which was then bonded to a second CaF2 plate (top) in which holes for inlets and outlets had been drilled. The 
Materials and Methods

Materials
Preparation of Microfluidic Devices
Microfluidic Chips were prepared using standard photolithography processes, 16 where a schematic diagram of a prepared microfluidic chips and the bonding process used are shown in Fig. 1 complete the bonding. The force was then removed and the tables were allowed to cool to room temperature prior to removal of the bonded substrates. The substrates were then sealed with epoxy glue at the edges to further support the bonding. The bonding strength was tested and no leakage was found under pressure of 1 bar, which is sufficient for liquid injection. Due to the brittle nature of the CaF2 windows, the inlet and outlet tubes were attached to the microfluidic device via PDMS blocks punched perforated with 1 mm holes and glued to the CaF2 plates (shown in Fig. 1b of the side view).
Two parallel microchannels, one for sample loading and the other one for background reference, were designed (Fig. 1c) . After solution injection, the inlet and outlet were covered by PDMS slabs to slow down evaporation, such that minimal evaporation occurred over 3h. The microfluidic chips generated orresponds to a reaction volume of about 4.3 nL. It is noted that the channel height could be varied as desired by simply choosing appropriate photoresist and spin speeds.
Crystallization Experiments
Crystallization within the Microfluidic Device
Solutions were prepared in deionized (DI) water and were mixed prior to injection into the microfluidic chip using a syringe. Crystallization of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) was studied within the microfluidic device by initially preparing a suspension of ACC in bulk solution and then injecting it into the chip using a syringe. The whole chip was then closed without fluid flow during spectrum 
Crystallization in Bulk Solution
CaCO3 was also precipitated in bulk in order to investigate the effects of confinement (as offered by E L) of 500 mM CaCl2 and Na2CO3 solutions were combined in a centrifuge tubes and 1 mL DI water was then added to the CaCO3 suspension. Crystals were collected at different times by filtration through a filter membrane with 100 nm pore size.
Preparation of CaCO3 Reference Samples
Dry powders of ACC, vaterite and calcite were also prepared as control samples, and their FTIR spectra ACC L M NH4)2CO3 and CaCl2 at C ering through a 100 nm Isopore GTTP membrane filter (Millipore), V L M C C 2 and 100 mM (NH4)2CO3 to 80 mL DI water at 30 °C, followed by stirring for 15 min. The precipitate was then filtered, washed with ethanol and dried under vacuum for 1h. Calcite was prepared using the ammonia diffusion method. 17 In detail, a Petri dish containing 20 mL of 10 mM CaCl2 solution was placed in a sealed desiccator along with a dish containing (NH4)2CO3
powder for 1h. The precipitate formed was then isolated by filtering, washing and drying.
Synchrotron FTIR Micro-spectroscopy
Data were collected at beamline B22 at the Diamond Light Source (Oxford, UK) using a Bruker Vertex 6 source. The microscope was equipped with a 36x objective, a motorized high precision x y mapping stage, an adjustable rectangular aperture, and a liquid N2-cooled MCT high sensitivity detector of size 2 . The spectral range of the detector was 4000 500 cm -1 , the spectral resolution was 2 cm -1 and the IR microscope stage was raster-scanned through the area with a step size of a 5 µm. The acquisition conditions were defined in transmission mode, where sites for analysis were selected using the microscope in visible microscopy mode; the incident beam size after passage through the aperture , where the CaF2 has very good transmission. However, the principal peak corresponding to the sulfate ions occurs at 1112
, which falls within a regime between 1250 cm
in which the transmission decays. This effect could be compensated for by recording a background signal at the reference channel, such that a clear, sharp peak could be obtained for the sulfate ions. CaF2 crystals are therefore suitable materials for constructing FTIR microfluidic chips comprising parallel channels.
Data Processing Methods
All of the experimental IR spectra were acquired using Bruker OPUS 7.2 software and were analyzed using Matlab R2013a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The chemical maps of calcium carbonate were generated by calculating the area under the carbonate absorption peak from 1250 cm -1 to 1550 cm 
, where and are the acquired spectrum and absorption peak for each point in the 10 × 10 mapping array. As the peak values are not all the same, all of the data have to be re-normalized according to the total carbonate absorption peak to explicitly show the amounts of precipitants. The summation ( ) was conducted through the carbonate main peak between 1250 cm -1 and 1550 cm 
Results and Discussions
Rationale for Microfluidic Device Design
Microfluidic devices comprising anodic bonded Si/Pyrex or fusion bonded Si/Si 18, 19 can be manufactured to create well-defined channels using standard processes, offer good stability to harsh chemicals, and are stable over a wide temperature range and at higher pressures. 18 However, devices with thicknesses of a few hundred microns also have significant reflection losses, 20 plus being not transparent to the visible microsample centring becomes an issue, and Pyrex glass has Si-O absorption bands which interfere with ones of many samples. CaF2, in contrast, has a very high transmission coefficient (Fig. S1 ) which facilitates study of crystallization under normal environments in confinement.
The microfluidic chip was designed to have two parallel microchannels, one of which is used to load the reaction solution and the other is used as background reference. These two channels are located close to each other for ease of operation; the reference measurement can then be made by moving the chip just 300 n one direction. This measurement provides an essential background measurement which can be subtracted from the reaction solution data. The channel height and width
T small channel height in our experiments was confirmed by measuring the absorption spectra of water vice, which has a path-T saturation is severe for the liquid cell, while unsaturated spectra were recorded using our microfluidic chip (Fig. S2 ). Microfluidic chips with well-defined, smaller channel heights are therefore required.
Further, as compared to the use of direct etching methods to create channels on CaF2 crystals, our technique is easy, fast and precise.
Precipitation of Calcium Sulfate in the Microfluidic Chip
Calcium sulfate is an important mineral in the environment, where gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) is the stable polymorph under ambient conditions. 21 As the sulfate ion has its principal FTIR band near 1100 cm shows that gypsum precipitation is complete within 35 min under these reaction conditions. Fig. 2b shows an optical micrograph of a gypsum cryst while Fig. 2c is an SEM image of a gypsum crystal formed from a bulk solution of identical composition.
These studies demonstrate that calcium sulfate precipitation from solution can be successfully monitored using in situ FTIR measurements of the reaction solution. were identified and confirmed by Raman microspectroscopy (Fig. S3 ).
Monitoring the Evolution of CaCO3 Crystals in Confinement
The precipitation of calcium carbonate from solution is complex, due to the existence of three anhydrous polymorphs vaterite, aragonite and calcite which can all show substantial stability under ambient conditions. CaCO3 also frequently precipitates as a hydrated amorphous phase (amorphous calcium carbonate, ACC), which subsequently transforms into more stable crystalline phases. 23 IR micro-spectroscopy within the microfluidic device used here therefore provides a unique opportunity to image the transformation of ACC to crystalline polymorphs, and to investigate how this process occurs within constrained volumes. . Thicker individual particles or aggregates of particles necessarily yield a stronger FTIR absorption band due to the greater pathlength. This data is displayed in Fig. 4 as a color map of the areas shown in Fig. 3a 3c, . Calcite exhibits a sharp peak at  1394 cm -1 that is slightly asymmetric, while the vaterite band appears broad and highly asymmetric, and comprises a main peak at 1425 cm -1 and a shoulder at 1475 cm -1 . The different CaCO3 polymorphs 13 can therefore be easily distinguished using FTIR. It is noted that the peak positions recorded in the microfluidic devices are slightly shifted as compared with data recorded from powders using ATR FTIR (Fig. S5) , where ACC has a peak at 1404 cm -1 , vaterite has a broad peak at 1395-1471 cm -1 and calcite has a peak at 1392 cm -1 . This can be attributed to differences in particle sizes, where samples for ATR FTIR are typically ground and analyzed as dry powders. This can lead to changes in the positions and intensities of the vibrational bands (the Christiansen effect).
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Fig. 6 The evolution of (a) ACC, (b) vaterite and (c) calcite within the microfluidic chip with time. The scale on the right shows the absorption band area relative to the total carbonate content in Fig.4 .
The FTIR spectra shown in Fig. 5 were used as references to determine the relative proportions of the calcium carbonate polymorphs present in the microfluidic devices at different reaction times, where this was performed using the data processing protocols described previously. The evolution of ACC, vaterite and calcite within the mapping area is shown in Fig. 6 . This Looking first at the changes in the population of ACC particles with time, Fig. 6a1 shows that significant amounts of ACC are present at early times (red areas), and decrease with time. The red areas undoubtedly correspond to aggregates of particles, as individual particles of ACC are typically small (< 100 nm). There is a significant decrease in the amount of ACC present between 20 and 50 min, and little ACC remains by 80 min. The data also shows that there is a dynamic exchange between ACC and the more stable crystalline polymorphs vaterite and calcite, where crystals grow from the reservoir of ACC. The quantities of both vaterite and calcite in these systems increase with time ( Fig. 6b1 -b3 and Fig. 6c1 -c3 ), as is shown by an increase in the absorption and size of the domains associated with crystals. The proportion of vaterite is higher than calcite after 80 min ( Fig. 6b3 and 6c3 ).
Effects of Confinement on Calcium Carbonate Precipitation
It is also valuable to compare the progress of ACC transformation within the confines of the microfluidic device with that in bulk solution. CaCO3 was therefore precipitated under identical conditions in bulk solution, and the solution appeared cloudy at 20 min (the starting point for IR measurements) and clear after 30 min (Fig. S6 ), due to sedimentation of large crystals. Powder FTIR and XRD analysis of the precipitates produced after 20 min showed that significant quantities of vaterite and calcite were present, together with some ACC (Fig. 7) , where this was consistent with SEM images (Fig. 3d and Fig. S7a ). It is noted that the main peaks of vaterite and calcite overlap to give a broad peak from 1400 cm -1 1500 cm -1 in Fig. 7a . No ACC was detected using FTIR after 35 min since ACC is a hydrated phase and no water was presented after 35 min as shown in Fig. 7a . By comparison, large amounts of ACC were still present within the microfluidic device after 50 min and small quantities were still detected after 80 min ( Fig. 6 (a3) ).
These data clearly show that confining ACC within the channels of the microfluidic cell greatly increases its lifetime. It is now recognized that precipitation reactions proceed significantly more slowly in confinement, and that variations in polymorph stability, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 40 have shown a stabilization of metastable phases in small volumes. Although the origin of this effect is as yet unclear, a number of factors which are likely to contribute. For example, impurities (that can act as nucleants) are often eliminated from small volumes, which results in an increase in the lifetime of mestastable phases. 25 Crystallisation processes that proceed via the dehydration/ hydration of metastable phases or via the aggregation of precursor particles may also be retarded within small volumes. 26, 27, 39 As a potential general mechanism, crystals formed within confined volumes are fixed in position, and thus only experience their local environments. This is a major distinction from bulk systems in which crystals are mobile and interact with many other crystals and impurities. Transport of material to a growing crystal, particularly through convection, will also be greatly reduced in confinement, which will also extend the lifetime of the metastable phase. The study of crystallization processes has benefitted enormously from imaging techniques. From traditional optical microscopy methods, which enable the growth of micron-scale crystals to be studied in situ in solution, to scanning probe microscopy, with the ability to image growing crystals with atomic resolution under optimal conditions, has opened the door to a new understanding of crystal growth mechanisms. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] Developments in electron microscopy have also provided significant new insights into crystallization processes. High resolution cryo-TEM (transmission electron microscopy) can provide snapshots of the precipitates present at key time-points in the reaction, 46 while liquid-phase TEM is opening the door to the real-time study of the nucleation, growth and assembly of nanoscale particles in solution. 47, 48 Sophisticated synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction imaging methods can be used, for example, to image both the growth mechanism and strain development within individual calcite crystals. 49, 50 Determination of the origin of confinement effects on crystallization processes, however, would benefit enormously from the ability to image the changes in both the mineral phases present and the reaction solution. The development of a microfluidic device that facilitates FTIR spectroscopic imaging of the developing crystals and the solution phase surrounding them provides a potential route to achieving this goal. Both of the minerals studied here calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate have low solubilities in water, such that the spectroscopic sensitivity available to us was not sufficient to image concentration gradients in the solution. However, for study of alternative systems, and with inevitable improvements in instrumentation, this goal is likely to become achievable.
Imaging Crystallization Processes
Conclusions
With its high intensity and polarized nature, synchrotron FTIR microscopy is attracting increasing attention for the analysis of a wide range of processes in solution including heterogeneous catalysis, 51, 52 electrochemical reactions 53 and flow through porous media. 54 Such studies rely on the availability of suitable sample cells, where these must possess windows that have high transparency in the IR, and for FTIR of aqueous solutions (or other strongly absorbing solvents), they should exhibit a short path length such that the IR signal does not become saturated. The sample cell must also be straightforward to fill, empty and clean. In the work described here, we have developed a novel microfluidic chip design that meets all of these requirements, and which can be readily tailored according to the needs of an individual experiment. We then used this device to study the precipitation of two important crystal systems calcium sulfate and calcium carbonate. Thanks to differences in the positions and shapes of the carbonate absorption bands of the different calcium carbonate phases, we were able to determine the proportions of each phase present at different points in the cell and monitor the evolution of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) to vaterite and calcite. A further feature of the sample cell employed here is that the 3 m chamber height selected also enabled us to study the effects of confinement on the precipitation of the inorganic solids, where this has parallels to the many important environmental, biological and technological processes that occur in small volumes. The lifetimes of the ACC and vaterite were extended within the microfluidic cell, where the suppression of convection in this environment may contribute to this effect. It is envisaged that this microfluidicsbased system could be used to study many dynamic processes as diverse as heterogeneous catalysis, crystallization and the interaction of cells with their environments, where use of an FPA detector could
give access to faster analysis times, as required.
